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How Issue was treated (Program, PSA, etc.): 
 

Title Date  Time/Duration  Program type    Description 
 
1.  In Focus  09/07/08 11:30AM/30 minutes Public Affairs                   * 
       
* Our topic for discussion was Florida’s “Marriage Protection Amendment” on the November 4

th
 ballot.  

Our guests were John Stemberger, a lawyer with Yes2Marriage.org, a group affiliated with “Focus on the 
Family” that is pushing for passage of the amendment.  Mary Collins is with the Panhandle ACLU, and 
feels the amendment is misleading, because Florida already has a defensive marriage statute that 
prevents gay or lesbian couples from getting married in Florida, and provides that Florida will not 
recognize such unions from anywhere in the U.S. or the world.  Stemberger said both Massachusetts and 
California had similar statutes, but those were struck down by activist courts.  He said 27 states have 
passed constitutional amendments to prevent such action, and Florida’s will do the same, it just puts the 
decision in the hands of the voters instead of judges.  Collins said that in states that have these 
amendments, the state has denied health benefits to same-sex or unmarried couples … and that 
includes many senior citizens who don’t marry to preserve their “surviving spouse” benefits. 
 
 
2.  Channel 3 News at 10PM 09/22/08 10:08PM/3 minutes News                 ** 
     (simulcast from WEAR-TV) 
 
** Of the 6 amendments on Florida’s November 4 ballot, perhaps the most controversial is Amendment 2. 
 The wording is: “This amendment protects marriage as the legal union of only one man and one woman 
as husband and wife and provides that no other legal union that is treated as marriage or the substantial 
equivalent thereof shall be valid or recognized”.  Supporters say marriage is a foundational institution in 
our society that provides many benefits to the public good, and redefining marriage would hurt children 
and lead to further problems in our communities.  Opponents say Florida already has multiple laws 
banning same-sex marriage, and the issue doesn’t belong in the constitution.  They claim it puts 
government where it doesn’t belong – regulating personal relationships.  They also point out that most 
Florida universities and more than half of Fortune 500 companies offer domestic partnership benefits, 
and those benefits would be placed at risk or outright abolished if the amendment passes.  The measure 
requires 60% voter approval to pass.  Today’s issue on our “Your 3 Cents”:  “Same-sex marriage: Do you 
believe an amendment banning gay marriage belongs in the Florida constitution?”  Tonight we reported 
the results of our viewer poll with their opinions on this issue. 
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